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In this Lesson we will take a look at how to trade
on one of the Tron Decentralized exchanges called

Tron Trade.

Start by heading over to https://trontrade.io/
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When you first visit the site, if you are not already logged in to your Tronlink wallet you will
be asked to sign in. To do this click on the tronlink icon in your web browser in the upper
right hand corner and enter in your password.

https://trontrade.io/
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Sign into Your Wallet
Sign into your account
using the password you
created when you setup
your Tronlink Account and
click continue to open up
your wallet. 

Tron Trade Dashboard
Once you are signed in you will see a list of assets
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Sign into Your Wallet
Sign into your account
using the password you
created when you setup
your Tronlink Account and
click continue to open up
your wallet. 

Tron Trade Dashboard
Once you are signed in you will see a list of assets

Above we can see the top 4 assets by trading volume.



Next we have a full list of all the assets listed on the
Tron Trade exchange.

Last Price: List the last price the token was sold for. Note all tokens on this exchange are
traded against the Tron TRX trading pair. 
24H High: Indicates the highest price the token sold for in the last 24 hours. 
24H Low: Indicates the lowest price the token sold for in the past 24 hours.
24H Change: Shows the percentage change over the past 24 hour period. 
24H Volume: Lists the amount of tokens that changed hands over a 24 hour period. 
24H TRX Volume: Shows the TRX value worth of tokens that changed hands based on
the amount of tokens traded.
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Now we are ready to perform our first trade. For this example we are going to
be placing a buy order for the Bittorent Token (BTT) pair. The first step is to
click on the BTT Icon.

This will bring us to the order book. You will notice that there are many of the
same functions and features that were present in the coinbase pro order
book.
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Sign into Your Wallet
At the very top we can see our
currency pair BTT to TRX.

Next we have our wallet
addressWe the see our TRX
balance and BTT balance

Finally we have our buy and
buttons

You can see that the order time
there is only a limit order is
available if you can still place a
market order by making an offer
at the lowest asking price.

Tron Trade Dashboard
Just as in our previous lesson we see the
ask price indicated in red with the best
available price in this example @ 0.0239
TRX.

The highest offer or bid prices is
currently set @ 0.0235 

The next column shows the amount of
BTT to be bought or sold at the various
price points 

Then we have the value in TRX based on
the price multiplied by the amount.
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Sign into Your Wallet

Here we can see a list
of the most recent buy
and sell orders.

Tron Trade Dashboard

Now let’s set up a limit buy order of
BTT using our Tron.As you can see
we set our buy price @ 0.023897The
amount of BTT we wish to purchase
at this price point is 1000 BTTThis is
going to cost us roughly 50% of our
balance. The total estimated amount
for this trade is 23.897 TRX. Now that
we have reviewed all of the
information we will click the Buy
button. A window will then pop up
with some details of our transaction
we will then click the Accept button.



Status: will indicate if this order is open or has been filled
Date: Represents the date and time that the order was place 
Pair: Indicated the trading pair in this case we are trading Tron (TRX) for Bittorent Token
(BTT)
Type: Represents what type of order this is either market or limit. 
Side: Indicates whether this is a Buy order or Sell order in this case it is a Buy order.

Tron Trade Dashboard
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Sign into Your Wallet

Since this is a limit order we will see it appear as an open order and a  pending
transaction

Amount: Shows how many tokens we would like to purchase
 
Filled: Represents the amount of  this order that has been filled since nor
tokens have been bought in this order so far the amount is 0. 

Total: Shows the amount of TRX that has been spent to fill this order. Note if
the order has only been partially filled it will show a partial amount of
TRX. Finally since the order has not been filled yet the status is Open. Now
let's look at how to execute a sell order.
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Sign into Your Wallet

First we see our TRX balance @ 26.213955.

Our BTT balance is currently 1,0000 BTT tokens.

We have switched from a buy order to a sell order buy clicking the sell button
as shown in the image above (just below the My Balances section). 

We have set our sell price @ 0.024155 TRX per BTT.

The amount of BTT tokens that we have put up for sale is 450 BTT. 

And finally the total amount of TRX we will receive once this order is filled is
10.86975 TRX


